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VECTOR VALUED FUNCTIONS

EQUIVALENT TO MEASURABLE FUNCTIONS

J. J. UHL, JR. '

Abstract. Let A- be a Banach space with dual X* and let (Í2, 2, u) be a

finite measure space. Suppose/: ß -» X is weakly measurable. There exists a

(norm) measurable g: Q->X such that <**,/> = <**, g> a.e. for each

x* 6 X* if and only if each set A of positive u-measure has a subset B of

positive u-measure such that there is a weakly compact convex subset K of

X with the property that

<**,/> < sup  <JC», x)
xSK

u-almost everywhere on B for each x* £ X*.

Throughout this note (fi, 2, p) is a finite measure space and A' is a Banach

space with dual X*. A function /: ß —» X is weakly measurable if the

numerical function {x*,f} is measurable for all x* EX*. A function /:

ñ -> X* is weak*-measurable if </, x} is measurable for all x E X. A

function g: fl -* X is measurable if it is the almost everywhere limit of

functions of the form ~2"^xx¡xE: where x¡ E X, E¡ E 2, Xe is tne indicator

function of E and « is a positive integer. The object of this note is to

characterize those weakly (respectively weak*-) measurable /: fi —» X

(respectively X*) for which there exists a measurable g: Q —» X (respectively

X*) such that <[x*, /> = <x*, g> a.e. for each x* G X* (respectively </, x> =

<g, x> a.e. for each x E X). These characterizations will then be related to a

recent theorem of Edgar's [2]. One advantage of the characterizations we are

about to prove is that their proofs are direct consequences of Egoroff's

theorem, the Dunford-Pettis-Phillips Radon-Nikodym theorem and the

separation theorem, familiar tools that have been around for the better part

of forty years.

Our theorems will be stated for real Banach spaces only; obvious modifi-

cations can be made for complex Banach spaces.

Theorem 1. Let f: ti-> X* be weak*-measurable. There exists a measurable

function g: ß —» X* such that </, x) = <g, x) a.e.2 for each x E X if and only

if each set A of positive p-measure has a subset B of positive p.-measure such

that there is a weakly compact convex subset K of X* with the property that
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(f x) < sup   (x*, x>
x'eK

almost everywhere on B for each x E X.

Proof. Let /: fl •-» X* be weakly measurable and suppose there exists a

measurable g: fl -» X* such that <(/, x> = <g, x> a.e. for each x G X. Let

/4 G 2 have positive ju-measure. The definition of measurability for g coupled

with Egoroff's theorem produces a subset B of A with 5 G 2 and ¡liA \ B) as

small as we like such that g (5) is relatively norm compact in X*. Let K be the

norm closed convex hull of g(5). Then K is weakly compact and evidently

</, x) = <g, x> < supx,eAXx*, x> almost everywhere on B for each xEl

For the converse suppose/: fl -» X* is weak*-measurable. Let A E 2 have

positive /i-measure and select 5 and K as in the hypothesis. Let x E X and

note that both the inequalities

(f x) < sup   (x*, x)    and    (/, — x) < sup   (x*, — x)
x*(EK x'eK

obtain almost everywhere on B. It follows that </, x) is essentially bounded

on B. Hence fB(f, x> d[i exists for all x G X. By a closed graph argument or

otherwise [4], this means that for each E El., there is an element FiE n B)

E X* such that

(FiE n B), x> = f       </, x> ¿/x
JEnB

for all xëI

Now if for some E E 2 with /i(.E n 5) > 0 it happens that FiE n

B)/[i(E n 5) G AT, then view # as a weak*-compact convex subset of X*,

and note that by the separation theorem there is an x G X such that

(FiE n B)/niE n B),x) > sup   <x*, x>.

But by hypothesis </, x> < supx.eA:<x*, x>. Consequently one has

sup   <x*, x> < (FiE n B)/niE n B), x>

= f       </ x> dfi/niE n 5)

< f        sup   <x*, x> dfi/niE n 5)

= sup   (x*, x),
x*<=K

a contradiction which proves F(E n B)/niE n B) E K for all £ G 2 with

HÍE (~) B) > 0. An appeal to the Dunford-Pettis-Phillips Radon-Nikodym

theorem for the Bochner integral [1], [5] produ'ces a Bochner integrable g:

B -+ K such that

FiE n B) = Bochner - f      g í//í
■'inJ

for ail E G 2. It follows immediately that
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j       (fix) dp = /       <g, x)dp
JEnB JEnB

for all x E X and all £61 Thus for each x E X one has </, x> = < g, x>

a.e. on 5. The proof is completed by a standard exhaustion argument [3].

The following corollary is a consequence of the proof of Theorem 1.

Corollary 2. Let f: ñ —> X be weakly measurable. There exists a

measurable function g: fi —> X such that <x*,/> = (x*, g> a.e. /<?/■ eacA

x* G X* if and only if each set A of positive p-measure has a subset B of

positive p-measure such that there is a weakly compact convex subset K of X

with the property that

<x*,/> < sup <x*, x>
x(EK

almost everywhere in B for each x E X.

Proof. Suppose /: Ü —> X is weakly measurable and there exists a

measurable g: fi -* X such that (x*,/> = (**, g> a.e. for each x* E X*. If A

has positive u-measure, then the Egoroff theorem argument used in the proof

of Theorem 1 produces B E 2 and a norm compact convex set K with the

desired properties.

The converse is also an evident consequence of a reinterpretation of proof

of Theorem 1 : Let /: ñ -* X be weakly measurable. View / as a weak*-

measurable function with values in X**. View K as a weakly compact convex

set in X** and note that the proof of Theorem 1 produces a measurable g

with values in K such that <x*,/) = <x*, g) a.e. on the set B.

Now Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 will be compared to Edgar's theorem. For

each x* E X* and real number a, let [x* < a] = {x E X: <x*, x> < a}.

For each x E X and real number a, let [x < a] = {x* E X*: <x*, x> < a}.

To say /: ß -» X is weakly measurable is to say /~ '[x* < a] E 2 for all

x* G X* and all real a. Thus if W is the a-field of subsets of X generated by

([x* < a]: x* E X*, a real}, then f~\E) E 2 for all E E W? Similarly if

W* is the CT-field generated by {[x < a]: x E X, a real}, and /: ñ -^ X* is

weak*-measurable, then f~{(E) E 2 for all E E W*.

The following theorem is due to Edgar [2].

Corollary 3 (Edgar). Let f: ñ -> X be weakly measurable. If for each

e > 0 there is a weakly compact subset K of X such that

inf{u(/-'(£•)):£ E W,E D K) > p(ti) - s,

then there is a measurable g: ß —» X such that (x*,f; = <(x*, g) a.e. for all

x* E X*.

Proof. Let e > 0 and select K as in the hypothesis. There is no loss of

generality in assuming that K is convex. Choose E0 G W such that EQD K

and

3Edgar [2] proves that W is the c-field of weak Baire sets.
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ju(/-'(£0)) = inf{ n(rl(E)): E G W, E D K).

It will be shown that if x* G X*, then <x*,/> < supxfEA:<x*, x> a.e. on

/" \E0). Since e > 0 is arbitrary, an appeal to Corollary 2 will complete the

proof.

To this end, suppose x* G X* and x*f is greater than supJteA:<x*, x> on a

subset of f~\E0) of positive ii-measure. Let

Ex = E0 n f y E X: (x*,y) > sup <x*, x>).
1 xGK '

Plainly Ex E W, Ex n K = 0, Ex E E0 and /i(/_'(£,)) > 0. Thus E0\EXD

Kand

li(f-]iE0\Ex))<ti(riiE0)),

a contradiction which completes the proof.

Proved similarly is the next corollary.

Corollary 4. Let f: fl -> X* be weak*-measurable. If for each e > 0 i/iere

is a weakly compact subset K of X* such that

inî{n(f-\E)):E G W*, E D K) > /x(fl) - e,

then there exists a measurable g: fl -> X* ímc/¡ í/wí </, x) = <g, x> a.e. /or

tvzc/i x G A".

The converses of Corollaries 3 and 4 are true. The converse of Corollary 3

is due to Edgar [2] and the converse of Corollary 4 can also be proved by his

method. There is a way to make Edgar's proof a bit less abstract than it is by

replacing theorems about tight measures on metric spaces by Egoroff's

theorem. To illustrate this we shall modify Edgar's proof of the converse of

Corollary 3 to prove

Theorem 5. The converse of Corollary 4 is true.

Proof. Suppose /: fl —> X* is weak*-measurable and that there exists a

measurable g: fl -> X* such that </, x> = <g, x> a.e. for each x G X. Then,

for each e > 0, Egoroff s theorem coupled with the definition of measur-

ability produces a set B E 2 with /x(fl \ B) < e such that g(Ä) is relatively

norm compact. Let K be the closure of g(5). Now since (f, x> = <g, x) a.e.

for each x G X, we see that Xe ° f ~ Xe ° g a-e- if E *• one 0l tne generators

of W*. Since the set of E C X for which Xe ° f = Xe ° g a-e- is a o-iield, this

equality obtains for all E E W*. Now suppose E E W* and E D K. Then

ii(/~1(£)) = j Xe °fdn = [ Xe° gdp

>( xK°gdii> p(B) > it(fl) - e.
Ju
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